Lesson plan
Grade :٣

Aim:

Stage

Preview

View

Lesson:٢ The Value of Education

Data: ١٢/٠٨/٩٢

A:Short objective : After finishing the 'Reading Passage ' the students are supposed to understand the
passage and answer the comprehension questions orally in the class room .
B: Long objective : the students should be able to summarize the passage by their own words next
session
How (drill) Brain Storming
Warming up by asking some questions e.g.:
١-What's your purpose of going to School?
٢-What's the purpose of education?
٣-How important is the system of education ?
٤-What do you think of the system of education in Iran ? Is it old/ new?
(Discuss in the class)
٥-Do you think about your future job?
٦-Are all jobs important and useful for the country ?
After brain storming:
Exercise B on page ٤٣ in the work book is done orally .
a: graphology: By showing flash cards the new works are repeated again
(They have been taught in the last session)
b: Reading Aloud : The teacher reads aloud one or two paragraphs (It
depends on the length of them)
c:Silent Reading : every students read the passage silently then they
discuss about the passage . The teacher should pay attention to all
groups. He/She should.Walk between groups and answer their questions.
After each paragraph , the teacher asks them Some questions about the
paragraph . At last the students should be able to answer the
comprehensions questions on pages ٤٤،٤٥ and ٤٦

a)Listening to tape or CD:
At this stage the teacher himself reads aloud the passage (in a normal
speed)
Review
Or use a cassette or cd player
b)Summary:
The teacher asks each group to summarize only one paragraph and one
person in each group reads aloud their own Summary.
The students should do the comprehension questions of their main books
at home and should be able to give a complete but brief summary of the
Homework
whole passage orally in the classroom next session .
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Teaching Aids

Time

Blackboard
&
Flash Cards
&
Cassette player
&workbook

٧ min.

No books are
open

٣min.

Books are open
The Studen
-ts should sit in
some small
groups

Books
Are
Closed

١٥ min.

٥ min.

Total ٣٠
minutes.

